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EXPLANATION
EXPLANATION
MODÜLÜN KODU

222YDK137

ALAN

Muhasebe ve Finansman

MESLEK/DAL

Finans Hizmetleri Elemanı

MODÜLÜN ADI

Finans ve Borsa Terimleri 2

MODÜLÜN TANIMI

Finans ve borsa terimleri işlemleri hakkında bilgi ve beceri
kazandıran öğretim materyalidir.

SÜRE

40/32

ÖN KOŞUL

Yabancı Dilde Kurallar ve Yabancı Dilde İletişim Modüllerini
başarmış olmak.

YETERLİK

Yabancı dilde mesleki konuları dinlemek, konuşmak, okumak
ve yazmak.
Genel Amaç: Öğrenci, uygun ortam sağlandığında, borsalarda
kullanılan terimleri, grafik ve tabloları yabancı dilde hatasız
olarak anlayabilecek ve uygulayabilecektir.

MODÜLÜN AMACI

Amaçlar:
1-Sigorta ile ilgili terimleri yabancı dilde yazılı ve sözlü olarak
ifade edebileceksiniz.
2- Sermaye ve para piyasaları ile ilgili terimleri yabancı dilde
yazılı ve sözlü olarak gerçekleştirebileceksiniz.
3Finanasal kuruluşlarla ilgili terimleri yabancı dilde yazılı ve
sözlü şekilde yapabileceksiniz.

ÖĞRENME
ORTAMLARI VE
DONANIMLAR

Ortam: Sınıf ve/veya işletme.

ÖLÇME VE
DEĞERLENDİRME

Donanım: Form belgeler, makaleler, bilgisayar, süreli
yayınlar, projeksiyon makinası, tanıtım CD leri.
Modülün içerisinde yer alan her faaliyetten sonra verilen
ölçme araçları ile kazandığınız bilgileri ölçerek kendi
kendinizi değerlendireceksiniz. Öğretmen modül sonunda size
ölçme aracı (Test, çoktan seçmeli, doğru yanlış, klasik,
uygulama, boşluk doldurma ve örnek olay inceleme)
uygulayarak, modül uygulamaları ile kazandığınız bilgileri
değerlendirecektir.
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PREFACE
PREFACE

Dear Student,
Welcome to this module!
This module is intended for employees who will work at Finance and Stock Exchange
departments of the companies and who need to improve their Professional English.
Keeping the customer's satisfaction on top, Finance and Stock Exchange departments
must increase their market share continuously which will help them to venture into new
areas. They also follow up the recent technologies in different fields, integrate those to their
business. This enables them to get effective and efficient solutions.
The finance industry has seen enormous changes and important international
developments in recent times. These authoritative but accessible volumes provide an
understanding of the latest issues in the financial world and its governing regulations.
The basic objective is to help Finance and stock exchange department staff improve
their foreign language skills in order to communicate with employees and customers who
speak English as well as to enable the staff to read all the documents (foreign trade or
finance books, magazines about their jobs, etc.) which are written in English.
This module is composed of typical explanations, pictures and, of course, some
practical tips which must be known to be able to read, understand, write and speak English in
your daily lives.

Warm regards.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-1
LEARNING ACTIVITY-1
AIM

At the end of this learning activity you will be able to;


Learn insurance terms.



Learn types of insurance.

SEARCH

ME 1



Try to learn types of insurance in Turkey and the world. What kind of
differences and similarities are there in Turkish insurance system and other
country’s systems? Prepare a chart to show the similarities and differences.



Try to find different insurance contracts and find out what kind of information
is needed to fill in these contracts. Then share these knowledge with your
friends.

1. INSURANCE
1.1. WHAT IS INSURANCE?
Insurance, in law and economics, is a form of risk
management primarily used to hedge against the risk of a
contingent loss. Insurance is defined as the equitable
transfer of the risk of a potential loss, from one entity to
another, in exchange for a premium.
Insurer, in economics, is the company that sells the
insurance.
Insurance rate is a factor used to determine the amount, called the premium, to be
charged for a certain amount of insurance coverage. Risk management, the practice of
appraising and controlling risk, has evolved as a discrete field of study and practice.
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An insurable risk is a risk that meets the ideal criteria for efficient insurance. The
concept of insurable risk underlies nearly all insurance decisions.
For a risk to be insurable, several things need to be true:
 The insurer must be able to charge a premium high enough to cover not only
claims expenses, but also to cover the insurer's expenses. In other words, the risk
cannot be catastophic, or so large that no insurer could hope to pay for the loss.
 The nature of the loss must be definite and financially measurable. That is, there
should not be room for argument as to whether or not payment is due, nor as to
what amount the payment should be.
 The loss should be random in nature, else the insured may engage in adverse
selection (antiselection).
Insurance is not effective for risks that are not insurable risks. For example, risks that
are too large cannot be insured, or the premiums would be so high as to make purchasing the
insurance infeasible. Also, risks that are not measurable, if insured, will be difficult if not
impossible for the insurer to quantify, and thus they cannot charge the correct premium.
They will need to charge a conservatively high premium in order to mitigate the risk of
paying too large a claim. The premium will thus be higher than ideal, and inefficient.

1.2. TYPES OF INSURANCE
Any risk that can be quantified can potentially be insured. Specific kinds of risk that
may give rise to claims are known as "perils". An insurance policy will set out in detail
which perils are covered by the policy and which are not.
Below is a (non-exhaustive) list of the many different types of insurance that exist. A
single policy may cover risks in one or more of the categories set forth below. For example,
auto insurance would typically cover both property risk (covering the risk of theft or damage
to the car) and liability risk (covering legal claims from causing an accident). A homeowner's
insurance policy in the U.S. typically includes property insurance covering damage to the
home and the owner's belongings, liability insurance covering certain legal claims against the
owner, and even a small amount of health insurance for medical expenses of guests who are
injured on the owner's property.
1.2.1. Automobile insurance is probably the most common form of insurance and
may cover both legal liability claims against the driver and loss of or damage to the insured's
vehicle itself.
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1.2.2. Aviation insurance insures against hull, spares, deductible, hull war and
liability risks.
1.2.3. Boiler insurance (also known as boiler and machinery insurance or equipment
breakdown insurance) insures against accidental physical damage to equipment or
machinery.
1.2.4. Builder's risk insurance insures against the risk of
physical loss or damage to property during construction. Builder's
risk insurance is typically written on an "all risk" basis covering
damage due to any cause (including the negligence of the insured)
not otherwise expressly excluded.
1.2.5. Business insurance can be any kind of insurance that protects businesses
against risks. Some principal subtypes of business insurance are (a) the various kinds of
professional liability insurance, also called professional indemnity insurance, which are
discussed below under that name; and (b) the businessowners policy (BOP), which bundles
into one policy many of the kinds of coverage that a businessowner needs, in a way
analogous to how homeowners insurance bundles the coverages that a homeowner needs.
1.2.6. Casualty insurance insures against accidents, not necessarily tied to any
specific property.
1.2.7. Credit insurance repays some or all of a loan back when certain things happen
to the borrower such as unemployment, disability, or death. Mortgage insurance is a form of
credit insurance, although the name credit insurance more often is used to refer to policies
that cover other kinds of debt.
1.2.8. Crime insurance insures the policyholder against losses arising from the
criminal acts of third parties. For example, a company can obtain crime insurance to cover
losses arising from theft or embezzlement.
1.2.9. Crop insurance Farmers use crop insurance to
reduce or manage various risks associated with growing crops.
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Such risks include crop loss or damage caused by weather, hail, drought, frost damage,
insects, or disease, for instance.
1.2.10. Defense Base Act Workers' compensation or DBA Insurance provides
coverage for civilian workers hired by the government to perform contracts outside the US
and Canada. DBA is required for all US citizens, US residents, US Green Card holders, and
all employees or subcontractors hired on overseas government contracts. Depending on the
country, Foreign Nationals must also be covered under DBA. This coverage typically
includes expenses related to medical treatment and loss of wages, as well as disability and
death benefits.
1.2.11. Directors and officers liability insurance protects an organization (usually a
corporation) from costs associated with litigation resulting from mistakes incurred by
directors and officers for which they are liable. In the industry, it is usually called "D&O" for
short.
1.2.12. Disability insurance policies provide financial support in the event the
policyholder is unable to work because of disabling illness or injury. It provides monthly
support to help pay such obligations as mortgages and credit cards.
 Total permanent disability insurance insurance provides benefits when a person is
permanently disabled and can no longer work in their profession, often taken as an
adjunct to life insurance.
1.2.13. Errors and omissions insurance: See "Professional
liability insurance" under "Liability insurance".
1.2.14. Expatriate insurance provides individuals and
organizations operating outside of their home country with
protection for automobiles, property, health, liability and business
pursuits.
1.2.15. Financial loss insurance protects individuals and companies against various
financial risks. For example, a business might purchase
cover to protect it from loss of sales if a fire in a factory
prevented it from carrying out its business for a time.
Insurance might also cover the failure of a creditor to pay
money it owes to the insured. This type of insurance is
frequently referred to as "business interruption
insurance." Fidelity bonds and surety bonds are included
in this category, although these products provide a benefit
to a third party (the "obligee") in the event the insured
party (usually referred to as the "obligor") fails to perform
its obligations under a contract with the obligee.
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1.2.16. Fire insurance: See "Property insurance".
1.2.17. Hazard insurance: See "Property insurance".
1.2.18. Health insurance policies will often cover the cost of
private medical treatments if the National Health Service in the UK (NHS)
or other publicly-funded health programs do not pay for them. It will often
result in quicker health care where better facilities are available.
1.2.19. Home insurance or homeowners insurance: See "Property insurance".
1.2.20. Liability insurance is a very broad superset that covers legal claims against
the insured. Many types of insurance include an aspect of liability coverage. For example, a
homeowner's insurance policy will normally include liability coverage which protects the
insured in the event of a claim brought by someone who slips and falls on the property;
automobile insurance also includes an aspect of liability insurance that indemnifies against
the harm that a crashing car can cause to others' lives, health, or property. The protection
offered by a liability insurance policy is twofold: a legal defense in the event of a lawsuit
commenced against the policyholder and indemnification (payment on behalf of the insured)
with respect to a settlement or court verdict. Liability policies typically cover only the
negligence of the insured, and will not apply to results of willful or intentional acts by the
insured.
 Environmental liability insurance protects the insured from bodily injury, property

damage and cleanup costs as a result of the dispersal, release or escape of
pollutants.
 Professional liability insurance, also called professional indemnity insurance, is
normally a mandatory requirement for professional practitioners such as architects,
lawyers, doctors, and accountants to provide insurance coverage against potential
negligence claims. Especially in reference to the medical profession, it may be
called malpractice insurance. Other professionals besides those listed above may
purchase professional liability insurance, in which case it is commonly called
errors and omissions insurance (E&O) and covers a service provider for claims
made against him that arise out of the performance of his services. For instance, a
web site designer can obtain E&O insurance to cover her for certain claims made
by third parties that arise out of negligent performance of web site development
services. Other potential E&O policyholders are real estate brokers, home
inspectors, and appraisers.
1.2.21. Life insurance provides a monetary benefit to a decedent's
family or other designated beneficiary, and may specifically provide for
burial, funeral and other final expenses. Life insurance policies often
allow the option of having the proceeds paid to the beneficiary either in a
lump sum cash payment or an annuity.
 Annuities provide a stream of payments and are generally
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classified as insurance because they are issued by insurance companies and
regulated as insurance and require the same kinds of actuarial and investment
management expertise that life insurance requires. Annuities and pensions that pay
a benefit for life are sometimes regarded as insurance against the possibility that a
retiree will outlive his or her financial resources. In that sense, they are the
complement of life insurance and, from an underwriting perspective, are the mirror
image of life insurance.
1.2.22. Locked funds insurance is a little-known hybrid insurance policy jointly
issued by governments and banks. It is used to protect public funds from tamper by
unauthorised parties. In special cases, a government may authorise its use in protecting semiprivate funds which are liable to tamper. The terms of this type of insurance are usually very
strict. Therefore it is used only in extreme cases where maximum security of funds is
required.
1.2.23. Marine insurance and marine cargo insurance cover the loss or damage of
ships at sea or on inland waterways, and of the cargo that may be on them. When the owner
of the cargo and the carrier are separate corporations, marine cargo insurance typically
compensates the owner of cargo for losses sustained from fire, shipwreck, etc., but excludes
losses that can be recovered from the carrier or the carrier's insurance. Many marine
insurance underwriters will include "time element" coverage in such policies, which extends
the indemnity to cover loss of profit and other business expenses attributable to the delay
caused by a covered loss.
1.2.24. Mortgage insurance insures the lender against default by
the borrower.
1.2.25. National Insurance is the UK's version of social insurance (which see below).
1.2.26. No-fault insurance is a type of insurance policy (typically automobile
insurance) where insureds are indemnified by their own insurer regardless of fault in the
incident.
1.2.27. Nuclear incident insurance covers damages resulting from an incident
involving radioactivive materials and is generally arranged at the national level.
1.2.28. Pet insurance insures pets against accidents and illnesses - some companies
cover routine/wellness care and burial, as well.
1.2.29. Political risk insurance can be taken out by businesses with operations in
countries in which there is a risk that revolution or other political conditions will result in a
loss.
1.2.30. Property insurance provides protection against risks to property,
such as fire, theft or weather damage. This includes specialized forms of
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insurance such as fire insurance, flood insurance, earthquake insurance, home insurance,
inland marine insurance or boiler insurance.
1.2.31. Purchase insurance is aimed at providing protection on the products people
purchase. Purchase insurance can cover individual purchase protection, warranties,
guarantees, care plans and even mobile phone insurance. Such insurance is normally very
limited in the scope of problems that are covered by the policy.
1.2.32. Social insurance can be many things to many people in many countries. But a
summary of its essence is that it is a collection of insurance coverages (including
components of life insurance, disability income insurance, unemployment insurance, health
insurance, and others), plus retirement savings, that mandates participation by all citizens.
By forcing everyone in society to be a policyholder and pay premiums, it ensures that
everyone can become a claimant when or if he/she needs to. Along the way this inevitably
becomes related to other concepts such as the justice system and the welfare state. This is a
large, complicated topic that engenders tremendous debate, which can be further studied in
the following articles (and others):







Social welfare provision
Social security
Social safety net
National Insurance
Social Security (United States)
Social Security debate (United States)

1.2.33. Terrorism insurance provides protection against any loss or damage caused
by terrorist activities.
1.2.34. Title insurance provides a guarantee that title to real property is vested in the
purchaser and/or mortgagee, free and clear of liens or encumbrances. It is usually issued in
conjunction with a search of the public records performed at the time of a real estate
transaction.
1.2.35. Travel insurance is an insurance cover taken by those who
travel abroad, which covers certain losses such as medical expenses, lost of
personal belongings, travel delay, personal liabilities, etc.
1.2.36. Workers' compensation insurance replaces all or part of a worker's wages
lost and accompanying medical expense incurred because of a job-related injury.
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EVALUATION
EVALUATION
A- QUESTIONS
Circle the correct answer
1. ……………............. in law and economics, is a form of risk management primarily
used to hedge against the risk of a contingent loss.
A) Insurance rate
B) Insurer
C) Insurance
D) Insurable risk
2. ……………………. insures against accidents, not necessarily tied to any specific
property.
A) Credit insurance
B) Casualty insurance
C) Expatriate insurance
D) Health insurance
3. ………………...…. provides protection against risks to property, such as fire, theft or
weather damage.
A) Property insurance
B) Purchase insurance
C) Social insurance
D) Political risk insurance
4. …………….…….. repays some or all of a loan back when certain things happen to
the borrower such as unemployment, disability, or death.
A) Crime insurance
B) Credit insurance
C) Crop insurance
D) Health insurance
5. ……………….……provides a monetary benefit to a decedent's family or other
designated beneficiary, and may specifically provide for burial, funeral and other final
expenses.
A) Life insurance
B) Locked funds insurance
C) Marine insurance
D) Mortgage insurance
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6. ……………………. is a risk that meets the ideal criteria for efficient insurance. The
concept of insurable risk underlies nearly all insurance decisions.
A) An insurer
B) Insurance rate
C) Insurance
D) An insurable risk
7. ……………………. provides individuals and organizations operating outside of their
home country with protection for automobiles, property, health, liability and business
pursuits.
A) Financial loss insurance
B) Disability insurance
C) Expatriate insurance
D) Crime insurance
8. ……………………… insures against the risk of physical loss or damage to property
during construction.
A) Business insurance
B) Boiler insurance
C) Aviation insurance
D) Builder’s risk insurance
9. ……………………….protects individuals and companies against various financial
risks.
A) Liability insurance
B) Financial loss insurance
C) Life insurance
D) Locked funds insurance
10. ……………………… insures the lender against default by the borrower.
A) Social insurance
B) No-fault insurance
C) Mortgage insurance
D) Liability insurance
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B- Write TRUE or FALSE
LEARNING PROCESS

TRUE

FALSE





1- The concept of insurable risk underlies nearly all insurance
decisions.
2- Liability insurance provides individuals and organizations
operating outside of their home country with protection for
automobiles, property, health, liability and business pursuits.
3- Farmers use casualty insurance to reduce or manage various risks
associated with growing crops.
4- Casualty insurance insures against accidents, not necessarily tied
to any specific property.
5- Crime insurance insures the policyholder against losses arising
from the criminal acts of third parties.
6- Financial loss insurance protects individuals and companies
against various medical risks.
7- Health insurance policies will often cover the cost of private
medical treatments.
8- Life insurance provides a monetary benefit to a decedent's family
or other designated beneficiary, and may specifically provide for
burial, funeral and other final expenses.
9- Life insurance provides protection against risks to property, such
as fire, theft or weather damage.
10- Travel insurance is an insurance cover taken by those who travel
abroad, which covers certain losses such as medical expenses, lost of
personal belongings, travel delay, personal liabilities, etc.
11- Workers' compensation insurance replaces all or part of a
worker's wages lost and accompanying medical expense incurred
because of a job-related injury.
12- Purchase insurance provides a guarantee that title to real
property is vested in the purchaser and/or mortgagee, free and clear
of liens or encumbrances.
13- Terrorism insurance provides protection against any loss or
damage caused by terrorist activities.
14- Nuclear incident insurance covers damages resulting from an
incident involving radioactivive materials and is generally arranged
at the national level.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluate yourself with a friend of yours. If you need, go to the learning activity and
repeat the subject that you believe you couldn’t learn.
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The Student’s

The examination’s

Name-Surname:

Starting Time :

Class

:

Finishing Time :

Number

:

Used Time

:

CRITERIA
LEARNING PROCESS
Did you remember what insurance is?
Did you remember what insurer is?
Did you remember what insurance rate is?
Did you remember automobile insurance?
Did you remember aviation insurance?
Did you remember boiler insurance?
Did you remember builder's risk insurance?
Did you remember business insurance?
Did you remember casualty insurance?
Did you remember credit insurance?
Did you remember crime insurance?
Did you remember crop insurance?
Did you remember disability insurance?
Did you remember expatriate insurance?
Did you remember financial loss insurance?
Did you remember health insurance?
Did you remember liability insurance?
Did you remember locked funds insurance?
Did you remember marine insurance?
Did you remember mortgage insurance?
Did you remember no-fault insurance?
Did you remember pet insurance?
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YES

NO





Did you remember political risk insurance?
Did you remember property insurance?
Did you remember purchase insurance?
Did you remember social insurance?
Did you remember terrorism insurance?
Did you remember title insurance?
Did you remember travel insurance?
Did you remember workers' compensation?
Did you remember what an insurable risk is?
Did you remember what things need to be true for a risk to be
insurable?
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LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
AIM
At the end of this learning activity you will be able to learn;






Types of financial terms,
Types of financial markets,
The purpose of financial markets,
Financial instruments,
Financial market participants.

SEARCH


Scan a newspaper and find the terms about finance, then prepare a chart showing
these terms with the examples.

2. FINANCIAL TERMS
In economics, a financial market is a mechanism that allows people to easily buy and
sell (trade) financial securities (such as stocks and bonds), commodities (such as precious
metals or agricultural goods), and other fungible items of value at low transaction costs and
at prices that reflect the efficient market hypothesis.
Financial markets have evolved significantly over several hundred years and are
undergoing constant innovation to improve liquidity.
Both general markets, where
many commodities are traded and
specialised markets (where only one
commodity
is
traded)
exist.
Markets
work
by
placing many interested sellers in
one "place", thus making them easier
to find for prospective buyers. An economy which relies primarily on interactions between
buyers and sellers to allocate resources is known as a market economy in contrast either to a
command economy or to a non- market economy that is based, such as a gift economy.
In Finance, Financial markets facilitate:
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 The raising of capital (in the capital markets);
 The transfer of risk (in the derivatives markets); and
 International trade (in the currency markets).

They are used to match those who want capital to those who have it.
Typically a borrower issues a receipt to the lender promising to pay back the capital.
These receipts are securities which may be freely bought or sold. In return for lending money
to the borrower, the lender will expect some compensation in the form of interest or
dividents.

2.1. Definition
The term Financial markets can be a cause of much confusion.
Financial markets could mean:
1. Organisations that facilitate the trade in financial products. i.e. Stock exchanges
facilitate the trade in stocks, bonds and warrants.
2. The coming together of buyers and sellers to trade financial products. i.e. stocks and
shares are traded between buyers and sellers in a number of ways including: the use of stock
exchanges; directly between buyers and sellers etc.
Financial markets can be domestic or they can be international.

2.2. Types of Financial Markets
The financial markets can be divided into different subtypes:
 Capital markets which consist of:
 Stock markets, which provide financing through the issuance of shares or

common stock, and enable the subsequent trading thereof.
Bond markets, which provide financing through the issuance of Bonds, and
enable the subsequent trading thereof.
 Commodity markets, which facilitate the trading of commodities.
 Money markets, which provide short term debt financing and investment.
 Derivatives markets, which provide instruments for the management of financial
risk.
 Futures markets, which provide standardized forward contracts for trading
products at some future date; see also forward markets.
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 Insurance markets, which facilitate the redistribution of various risks.
 Foreign Exchange Markets, which facilitate the trading of foreign exchange.

2.2.1. The Capital Market
The capital market (securities markets) is the market for securities, where companies
and the government can raise long-term funds. Both the private and the public sectors
provide market makers in the capital markets.
The capital market consist of primary markets and secondary markets.
Newly formed (issued) securities are bought or sold in primary markets. Secondary markets
allow investors to sell securities that they hold or buy existing securities.
The capital market includes the stock market and the bond market.
 A stock market is a market for the trading of company stock, and derivatives of
same; both of these are securities listed on a stock exchange as well as those only
traded privately.
 The bond market, also known as the debt, credit, or fixed income market, is a
Financial market where participants buy and sell dept securities usually in the form
of bonds.
The capital markets consist of the primary market, where new issues are distributed to
investors, and the secondary market, where existing securities are traded.
The primary is that part of the capital markets that deals with the issuance of new
securities. Companies, governments or public sector
institutions can obtain funding through the sale of a
new stock or bond issue. This is typically done
through a syndicate of securities dealers. The
process of selling new issues to investors is called
underwriting. In the case of a new stock issue, this
sale is an initial public offering (IPO). Dealers earn a
commission that is built into the price of the security
offering, though it can be found in the prospectus.
The secondary market is the financial market for trading of securities that have
already been issued in an initial private or public offering. Alternatively, secondary market
can refer to the market for any kind of used goods. The market that exists in a new security
just after the new issue, is often referred to as the aftermarket. Once a newly issued stock is
listed on a stock exchange, investors and speculators can easily trade on the exchange, as
market makers provide bids and offers in the new stock.
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2.2.2. Commodity Markets
Commodity markets are markets where raw or primary products are exchanged.
These raw commodities are traded on regulated commodities exchanges, in which they are
bought and sold in standardized contracts.
A commodities exchange is an exchange where various commodities and derivatives
products are traded. Most commodity markets across the world trade in agricultural products
and other raw materials (like wheat, barley, sugar, maize,cotton, cocoa, coffee, milk
products, pork bellies, oil, metals, etc.) and contracts based on them. These contracts can
include spot prices, forwards, futures and options on futures. Other sophisticated products
may include interest rates, environmental instruments, swaps, or ocean freight contracts.
Steel contracts started to be traded for the first time on the London Metal Exchange in 2007.
2.2.3. Money Market
In finance, the money market is the global financial market for short-term borrowing
and lending. It provides short-term liquid funding for the global financial system. The money
market is where short-term obligations such as treasury bills, commercial paper and bankers'
acceptances are bought and sold.
The money market consists of financial institutions and dealers in
money or credit who wish to either borrow or lend. Participants borrow
and lend for short periods of time, typically up to thirteen months.
Money market trades in short term financial instruments commonly
called "paper". This contrasts with the capital market for longer-term
funding, which is supplied by bonds and equity.

2.2.4. Derivatives Markets
The derivatives markets are the financial markets for derivatives. The market can be
divided into two, that for exchange traded derivatives and that for over-the-counter
derivatives. The legal nature of these products is very different as well as the way they are
traded, though many market participants are active in both.
There are three major classes of derivatives:
 Futures/Forwards, which are contracts to buy or sell an asset

at a specified future date.
 Options, which are contracts that give a holder the right (but

not the obligation) to buy or sell an asset at a specified
future date.
 Swaps, where the two parties agree to exchange cash flows.
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Futures exchanges, such as Euronext.liffe and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
trade in standardized derivative contracts. These are options contracts and futures contracts
on a whole range of underlying products. The members of the exchange hold positions in
these contracts with the exchange, who acts as central counterparty. When one party goes
long (buys) a futures contract, another goes short. When a new contract is introduced, the
total position in the contract is zero. Therefore, the sum of all the long positions must be
equal to the sum of all the short positions. In other words, risk is transferred from one party
to another.
2.2.5. The Foreign Exchange (Currency or Forex or FX) Market
The foreign exchange (currency or forex or FX) market exists wherever one
currency is traded for another. It is by far the largest financial market in the world, and
includes trading between large banks, central banks, currency speculators, multinational
corporations, governments, and other financial markets and institutions. The average daily
trade in the global forex and related markets currently is over US$ 3 trillion. Retail traders
(individuals) are a small fraction of this market and may only participate indirectly through
brokers or banks, and are subject to forex scams.

2.3. The Purpose of Financial Markets
To understand financial markets, let us look at what they are used for, i.e. what is their
purpose?
Without financial markets, borrowers would have difficulty finding
lenders themselves. Intermediaries such as banks help in this process.
Banks take deposits from those who have money to save. They can then
lend money from this pool of deposited money to those who seek to
borrow. Banks popularly lend money in the form of loans and mortgages.
More complex transactions than a simple bank deposit require markets where lenders
and their agents can meet borrowers and their agents, and where existing borrowing or
lending commitments can be sold on to other parties. A good example of a financial market
is a stock exchange. A company can raise money by selling shares to investors and its
existing shares can be bought or sold.
The following table illustrates where financial markets fit in the relationship between
lenders and borrowers:
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Relationship between lenders and borrowers
Lenders

Financial Intermediaries Financial Markets Borrowers

Individuals
Companies

Banks
Insurance Companies
Pension Funds
Mutual Funds

Interbank
Stock Exchange
Money Market
Bond Market
Foreign Exchange

Individuals
Companies
Central Government
Municipalities
Public Corporations

Lenders
Many individuals are not aware that they are lenders, but almost everybody does lend
money in many ways. A person lends money when he or she:






Puts money in a savings account at a bank;
Contributes to a pension plan;
Pays premiums to an insurance company;
Invests in government bonds; or
Invests in company shares.

Companies tend to be borrowers of capital. When companies have surplus cash that is
not needed for a short period of time, they may seek to make money from their cash surplus
by lending it via short term markets called money markets.
There are a few companies that have very strong cash flows. These companies tend to
be lenders rather than borrowers. Such companies may decide to return cash to lenders (e.g.
via a share buyback.) Alternatively, they may seek to make more money on their cash by
lending it (e.g. investing in bonds and stocks.)

Borrowers
Individuals borrow money via bankers' loans for short term needs or longer term
mortgages to help finance a house purchase.
Companies borrow money to aid short term or long term cash flows. They also borrow
to fund modernisation or future business expansion.
Governments often find their spending requirements exceed their tax revenues. To
make up this difference, they need to borrow. Governments also borrow on behalf of
nationalised industries, municipalities, local authorities and other public sector bodies.
Governments borrow by issuing bonds. Government debt seems to be permanent.
Indeed the debt seemingly expands rather than being paid off. One strategy used by
governments to reduce the value of the debt is to influence inflation.
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Municipalities and local authorities may borrow in their own name as well as
receiving funding from national governments.
Public Corporations typically include nationalised industries. These may include the
postal services, railway companies and utility companies.
Many borrowers have difficulty raising money locally. They need to borrow
internationally with the aid of Foreign exchange markets.

2.4. Financial Instruments
Financial instruments denote any form of funding medium - mostly those used for
borrowing in money markets, e. g. bills of exchange, bonds, etc.
Financial instruments can be categorised by form depending on whether they are cash
instruments or derivative instruments:
 Cash instruments are financial instruments whose

value is determined directly by markets. They can be
divided into securities, which are readily transferable,
and other cash instruments such as loans and deposits,
where both borrower and lender have to agree on a
transfer.
 Derivative instruments are financial instruments which derive their value from
some other financial instrument or variable. They can be divided into exchangetraded derivatives and over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives.
Alternatively, financial instruments can be categorized by "asset class" depending on
whether they are equity based (reflecting ownership of the issuing entity) or debt based
(reflecting a loan the investor has made to the issuing entity). If it is debt, it can be further
categorised into short term (less than one year) or long term.
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Foreign Exchange instruments and transactions are neither debt nor equity based and
belong in their own category.

Matrix Table
Combining the above methods for categorisation, the main instruments can be
organized into a matrix as follows:
Instrument Type
Asset Class

Exchange-traded
derivatives

OTC
derivatives

Loans

Bond futures
Options on bond futures

Interest rate
swaps
Interest rate caps
and floors
Interest rate
options
Exotic
instruments

Bills, e.g. TBills
Commercial
paper

Deposits
Certificates of
deposit

Short term interest rate
futures

Forward rate
agreements

Stock

N/A

Stock options
Equity futures

Stock options
Exotic
instruments

Currency futures

Foreign exchange
options
Outright forwards
Foreign exchange
swaps
Currency swaps

Securities

Debt (Long
Bonds
Term)
>1 year

Debt (Short
Term)
<=1 year
Equity

Foreign
Exchange

N/A

Other cash

Spot foreign
exchange

Some instruments defy categorisation into the above matrix, for example repurchase
agreements.

2.5. Financial Market Participants
In order to understand the financial markets it is important to identify those that
participate in them]. There are two basic financial market participant categories, Investor
vs. Speculator and Institutional vs. Retail.
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2.5.1. Investor vs. Speculator
An investor is any party that makes an Investment.
However, the term has taken on a specific meaning in finance
to describe the particular types of people and companies that
regularly purchase equity or debt securities for financial gain in
exchange for funding an expanding company. Less frequently the
term is applied to parties who purchase real estate, currency,
commodity derivatives, personal property, or other assets.
Speculation, in the narrow sense of financial speculation, involves the buying,
holding, selling, and short-selling of stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies, collectibles,
real estate, derivatives or any valuable financial instrument to profit from fluctuations in its
price as opposed to buying it for use or for income via methods such as dividends or interest.
Speculation or agiotage represents one of three market roles in western financial markets,
distinct from hedging, long term investing and arbitrage. Speculators in an asset have no
intention to have long term exposure all the best asset.
2.5.2. Institutional vs. Retail
An institutional investor is an investor, such as a bank, insurance company, retirement
fund, hedge fund, or mutual fund, that is financially sophisticated and makes large
investments, often held in very large portfolios of investments. Because of their
sophistication, institutional investors may often participate in private placements of
securities, in which certain aspects of the securities laws may be inapplicable.
A retail investor is an individual investor possessing shares of a given security. Retail
investors can be further divided into two categories of share ownership.
1. A Beneficial Shareholder is a retail investor who holds shares of their securities in
the account of a bank or broker, also known as “in Street Name.” The broker is in possession
of the securities on behalf of the underlying shareholder.
2. A Registered Shareholder is a retail investor who holds shares of their securities
directly through the issuer or its transfer agent. Many registered shareholders have physical
copies of their stock certificates.
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EVALUATION
EVALUATION
A. QUESTIONS
Circle the correct answer
1. …………………… is a mechanism that allows people to easily buy and sell (trade)
financial securities (such as stocks and bonds), commodities (such as precious metals or
agricultural goods), and other fungible items of value at low transaction costs and at
prices that reflect the efficient market hypothesis.
A) Industrial market
B) Real Estate Market
C) Financial Market
D) Food Market
2. Financial Markets facilitate some factors in finance. According to this, which of the
following is wrong?
A) The raising of capital-in the capital markets
B) The transfer of risk-in the derivatives market
C) International trade-in the currency markets
D) Selling goods-in the money markets
3. Which of the following isn’t a financial market type?
A) Real estate markets
B) Money markets
C) Capital markets
D) Insurance markets
4. …………………………… is the market for securities, where companies and the
government can raise long-term funds. Both the private and the public sectors provide
market makers in the capital markets.
A) The foreign exchange market
B) The capital market
C) The commodity market

D) The real estate market
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5. …………………….. is a Financial market where participants buy and sell dept
securities usually in the form of bonds.
A) Primary market
B) Stock market
C) Secondary market
D) Bond market
6. The secondary market is the financial market for trading of securities that have
already been issued in an initial private or public offering.
A) The secondary market
B) Bond market
C) Primary market
D) Stock market
7. …………………. are markets where raw or primary products are exchanged.
A) Money markets
B) Commodity markets
C) Foreign exchange markets
D) Derivatives markets
8. …………………….. is the global financial market for short-term borrowing and
lending.
A) Capital markets
B) Insurance markets
C) Money markets
D) Foreign exchange markets
9.Which of the following isn’t one of the major classes of derivates?
A) Money
B) Futures
C) Options
D) Swaps
10. …………………… are contracts to buy or sell an asset at a specified future date.
A) Swaps
B) Futures
C) Money
D) Options
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11. Which of the following isn’t one of the financial intermediaries?
A) Insurance companies
B) Banks
C) Mutual funds
D) Individuals
12. Which isn’t a way of being a lender?
A) Investing in company shares
B) Borrowing by issuing bonds
C) Putting money in a savings account at a bank
D) Contributing to a pension plan
13. Which of the following isn’t a correct categorization of financial instruments?
A) Cash-derivative
B) Equity based-dept based
C) Bonds-stocks
D) Short term-long term
14. ……………………. is any party that makes an Investment.
A) Speculation
B) A shareholder
C) A municipality
D) An investor
15. …………………. is a retail investor who holds shares of their securities directly
through the issuer or its transfer agent.
A) A Registered Shareholder
B) Government
C) A Beneficial Shareholder
D) An investor
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B- Write TRUE or FALSE
LEARNING PROCESS
1- Without financial markets, borrowers would have difficulty
finding lenders themselves. Intermediaries such as banks help in this
process.
2- There are a few companies that have very strong cash flows.
These companies tend to be borrowers rather than lenders.
3- Governments often find their spending requirements exceed their
tax revenues.
4- The Commodity Market consist of primary markets and
secondary markets.
5- Foreign exchange market is an exchange where various
commodities and derivatives products are traded.
6- Without financial markets, borrowers would have difficulty
finding lenders themselves.
7- Companies borrow on behalf of nationalised industries,
municipalities, local authorities and other public sector bodies.
8- Cash instruments are financial instruments whose value is
determined directly by markets.
9- There are four basic financial market participant categories,
Investor vs. Speculator and Institutional vs. Retail.
10- Speculation involves the buying, holding, selling, and shortselling of stocks, bonds, commodities, currencies, collectibles, real
estate, derivatives or any valuable financial instrument to profit from
fluctuations in its price as opposed to buying it for use or for income
via methods such as dividends or interest.
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TRUE

FALSE





EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluate yourself with a friend of yours. If you need, go to the learning activity and
repeat the subject that you believe you couldn’t learn.

The Student’s

The examination’s

Name-Surname:

Starting Time :

Class

:

Finishing Time :

Number

:

Used Time

:

CRITERIA
LEARNING PROCESS
Did you remember what a financial market is?
Did you remember types of financial markets?
Did you remember what a capital market is?
Did you remember what a commodity market is?
Did you remember what a money market is?
Did you remember what a derivatives market is?
Did you remember what a foreign exchange market is?
Did you remember the purpose of financial markets?
Did you remember who lenders are?
Did you remember who borrowers are?
Did you remember financial instruments?
Did you remember financial market participants?
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YES

NO





LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
AIM


You will be able to learn types of financial graphics.

SEARCH


Scan some newspapers and find the graphics about finance, then prepare a chart
showing these graphics.

3. FINANCIAL GRAPHICS
Financial services professionals use different graphics and training to help
conceptualize effective charts and supporting graphics to illustrate and analyze the
relationships between time, values, and amounts. Financial services professionals use the
easy-to-learn processes to turn their ideas and words into clear, communicative, compelling:

3.1. LINE GRAPHS
A line graph is a way to summarize how two pieces of information are related and
how they vary depending on one another. The numbers along a side of the line graph are
called the scale.
Example:
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The graph above shows how John's weight varied from the beginning of 1991 to the
beginning of 1995. The weight scale runs vertically, while the time scale is on the horizontal
axis. Following the gridlines up from the beginning of the years, we see that John's weight
was 68 kg in 1991, 70 kg in 1992, 74 kg in 1993, 74 kg in 1994, and 73 kg in 1995.
Examining the graph also tells us that John's weight increased during 1991 and 1995, stayed
the same during 1991, and fell during 1994.

3.2. PIE CHARTS
A pie chart is a circular chart divided into sectors, illustrating relative magnitudes or
frequencies or percents. In a pie chart, the arc length of each sector (and consequently its
central angle and area), is proportional to the quantity it represents. Together, the sectors
create a full disk. It is named for its resemblance to a pie which has been sliced.
3.2.1. Exploded Pie Chart
A chart with one or more sectors separated from the rest of the disk. This effect is used
to either highlight at sector, or to highlight smaller segments of the chart with small
proportions.
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3.2.2. Perspective (3D) Pie Chart

An example of a three dimensional pie chart.

This style of pie chart is used to give the chart a 3D look-and-feel. Often used for
aesthetic reasons, the third dimension does not improve the reading of the data; on the
contrary, these plots are more difficult to interpret because of the distorted effect of
perspective associated with the third dimension. The use of superfluous dimensions not used
to display the data of interest is discouraged for charts in general, not only for pie charts.
3.3.3. Polar Area Diagram
Florence Nightingale is credited with developing a form of the pie chart now known as
the polar area diagram, or occasionally the Nightingale rose diagram and first published
in 1858. The name "coxcomb" is sometimes used erroneously, but this was the name
Nightingale used to refer to a book containing the diagrams rather than the diagrams
themselves.
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Modified image of the first of the two Coxcomb
Charts provided by Florence Nightingale in Notes
on Matters Affecting ... 1858.

The polar area diagram is similar to a usual pie chart, except that the sectors are each
of an equal angle and differ rather in how far each sectors extends from the centre of the
circle. It has been suggested that most of Nightingale's early reputation was built on her
ability to give clear and concise presentations of data.

3.3. POINT & FIGURE CHARTS
Point & Figure charts consist of columns of X's and O's that represent filtered price
movements over time. Their distinctive look may be alien at first to people who are more
familiar with traditional price bar charts but once people learn the basics of P&F charts they
usually become hooked.
There are several advantages to using P&F charts instead of the more traditional bar or
candlestick charts. P&F charts automatically
 Eliminate the insignificant price movements that often make bar charts appear





'noisy,'
Remove the often misleading effects of time from the analysis process,
Make recognizing support/resistance levels much easier,
Make trend line recognition a 'no-brainer',
Help you stay focused on the important long-term price developments,
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After briefly discussing the history of P&F charting, we'll talk about how to construct
a P&F chart by hand. Then we'll discuss how to interpret the most common P&F chart
formations.
At the most basic level, there are four things to look for:





Support levels
Resistance levels
Upward trend lines
Downward trend lines

Because of the nature of P&F charts, support and resistance levels are always
horizontal lines and trend lines always appear at 45° angles.

Support Levels
Support levels indicate the price at which most investors feel that prices will move
higher. There is sufficient demand for a stock to cause a halt in an downward trend and turn
the trend up. You can spot support levels on P&F charts by looking for a horizontal row of
Os that each mark the bottom of their respective columns.
20
19
18

X

X

17

X

XOXO

16

XOXOXO

15 O X

XOXOXOX

14 O X O X O

OXOXO

13 O X O X

O

OXOXO

12 O X O

OXOXO

11 O X

O

10 O

+ + + + + Support Level

O

O

When a support level is penetrated (the price drops below the support level) it often
becomes a resistance level; this is because investors want to limit their losses and will sell
later, when prices approach the former level.

Resistance Levels
Like support levels, resistance levels are horizontal lines on P&F charts. They mark
the upper level for trading, or a price at which sellers typically outnumber buyers. Find them
by looking for a row of X's.
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OXOX
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12 O X O
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O

11 O X

O

O

O

10 O
When resistance levels are broken, the price moves above the resistance level, and
often does so decisively.
Upward Trend Lines
To plot an upward, or support, trend line, first put a + under the first column of Os.
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X

X

17

X

XOXO

16

XOXOXO

15 O X

XOXOXOX

14 O X O X O

OXOXOX

13 O X O X

O

OXOXO

12 O X O

OXOXO

11 O X

O

O

O

10 O
+
Then move over one box and up one box and draw another +. Repeat this until you hit
another column of Os followed by a row of X's which does not continue the pattern.
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Upward Trend Line

The upward trend line indicates the point where buyers start to outnumber sellers.
Downward Trend Lines
Now our stock has turned a corner. Let's look for a downward trend line. Start at a
wall of X's, and use the same plotting technique as before, but at a downward angle.
Remember, trend lines always appear at a 45° angle.
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Downward Trend Line
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Confirmation
Both support levels and resistance levels should be confirmed by volume. If volume
increases after a breakout, most people agree with the new direction.
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3.4. BAR GRAPHS
Bar graphs consist of an axis and a series of labeled horizontal or vertical bars that
show different values for each bar. The numbers along a side of the bar graph are called the
scale.
Example 1:
The bar chart below shows the weight in kilograms of some fruit sold one day by a
local market. We can see that 52 kg of apples were sold, 40 kg of oranges were sold, and 8
kg of star fruit were sold.

Example 2:
A double bar graph is similar to a regular bar graph, but gives 2 pieces of information
for each item on the vertical axis, rather than just 1. The bar chart below shows the weight in
kilograms of some fruit sold on two different days by a local market. This lets us compare
the sales of each fruit over a 2 day period, not just the sales of one fruit compared to another.
We can see that the sales of star fruit and apples stayed most nearly the same. The sales of
oranges increased from day 1 to day 2 by 10 kilograms. The same amount of apples and
oranges was sold on the second day.
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3.5. COLUMN CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns or rows on a worksheet can be plotted in a column
chart. Column charts are useful for showing data changes over a period of time or for
illustrating comparisons among items.
In column charts, categories are typically organized along the horizontal axis and
values along the vertical axis.

Column charts have the following chart subtypes:
Clustered column and clustered column in 3-D Clustered column charts compare
values across categories. A clustered column chart displays values in 2-D vertical rectangles.
A clustered column in 3-D chart displays the data by using a 3-D perspective only. A third
value axis (depth axis) is not used.

You can use a clustered column chart type when you have categories that represent:
Ranges of values (for example, item counts).
Specific scale arrangements (for example, a Likert scale with entries, such as strongly
agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree).
Names that are not in any specific order (for example, item names, geographic names,
or the names of people).
NOTE: To present data in a 3-D format that uses three axes (a horizontal axis, a
vertical axis, and a depth axis) that you can modify, use a 3-D column chart subtype
instead.
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Stacked column and stacked column in 3-D Stacked column charts show the
relationship of individual items to the whole, comparing the contribution of each value to
a total across categories. A stacked column chart displays values in 2-D vertical stacked
rectangles. A 3-D stacked column chart displays the data by using a 3-D perspective only.
A third value axis (depth axis) is not used.

You can use a stacked column chart when you have multiple data series and when
you want to emphasize the total.
100% stacked column and 100% stacked column in 3-D 100% stacked column
charts and 100% stacked column in 3-D charts compare the percentage that each value
contributes to a total across categories. A 100% stacked column chart displays values in 2D vertical 100% stacked rectangles. A 3-D 100% stacked column chart displays the data
by using a 3-D perspective only. A third value axis (depth axis) is not used.
You can use a 100% stacked column chart when you
have three or more data series and you want to emphasize
the contributions to the whole, especially if the total is the
same for each category.

3-D column 3-D column charts use three axes that you can modify (a horizontal
axis, a vertical axis, and a depth axis), and they compare data points (data points:
Individual values plotted in a chart and represented by bars, columns, lines, pie or
doughnut slices, dots, and various other shapes called data markers. Data markers of the
same color constitute a data series.) along the horizontal and the depth axes.
You can use a 3-D column chart when you want to compare data
across the categories and across the series equally, because this chart type
shows categories along both the horizontal axis and the depth axis, while
the vertical axis displays the values.
Cylinder, cone, and pyramid Cylinder, cone, and pyramid charts are available in
the same clustered, stacked, 100% stacked, and 3-D chart types that are provided for
rectangular column charts, and they show and compare data exactly the same way. The
only difference is that these chart types display cylinder, cone, and pyramid shapes instead
of rectangles.
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3.6. AREA CHARTS
Area charts are much like line charts, but they display different colors in the areas
below the lines. This colorful and visual display distinguishes the data more clearly.
Unfortunately, data series (data series: Related data points that are plotted in a chart. Each
data series in a chart has a unique color or pattern and is represented in the chart legend. You
can plot one or more data series in a chart. Pie charts have only one data series.) with smaller
values that are plotted in the back of an area chart may be completely or partially hidden
behind data series with larger values that are plotted in front of them.

Data that is arranged in columns or rows on a worksheet can be plotted in an area
chart. Area charts emphasize the magnitude of change over time, and can be used to draw
attention to the total value across a trend. For example, data that represents profit over time
can be plotted in an area chart to emphasize the total profit.
By displaying the sum of the plotted values, an area chart also shows the relationship
of parts to a whole.
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Area charts have the following chart subtypes:
2-D area and 3-D area Whether they are shown in 2-D or in 3-D, area charts display
the trend of values over time or other category data.3-D area charts use three axes
(horizontal, vertical, and depth) that you can modify. As a general rule, you should consider
using a line chart instead of a nonstacked area chart, because data from one series can be
obscured by data from another series.

Stacked area and stacked area in 3-D Stacked area charts display the trend of the
contribution of each value over time or other category data. A stacked area chart in 3-D is
displayed in the same way but uses a 3-D perspective. A 3-D perspective is not a true 3-D
chart- a third value axis (depth axis) is not used.

100% stacked area and 100% stacked area in 3-D 100% stacked area
charts display the trend of the percentage that each value contributes over time or other
category data. A 100% stacked area chart in 3-D is displayed in the same way but uses a
3-D perspective. A 3-D perspective is not a true 3-D chart - a third value axis (depth axis)
is not used.

3.7. CANDLESTICK CHART
A candlestick chart is a style of bar-chart used primarily to describe price movements
of an equity over time.
It is a combination of a line-chart and a bar-chart, in that each bar represents the range
of price movement over a given time interval. It is most often used in technical analysis of
equity and currency price patterns. They appear superficially similar to error bars, but are
unrelated.
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3.8. GANTT CHART
A Gantt chart is a popular type of bar chart that illustrates a project schedule. Gantt
charts illustrate the start and finish dates of the terminal elements and summary elements of a
project. Terminal elements and summary elements comprise the work breakdown structure
of the project. Some Gantt charts also show the dependency (i.e., precedence network)
relationships between activities. Gantt charts can be used to show current schedule status
using percent-complete shadings and a vertical "TODAY" line (also called "TIME NOW" or
"DATA DATE"), as shown here.
What are Gantt Charts?
Gantt charts (also referred to as project timelines) are bar graphs that help plan and
monitor project development or resource allocation on a horizontal time scale.

Typically, Gantt charts indicate the exact duration of specific tasks, but they can also
be used to indicate:
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 The relationship between tasks
 Planned and actual completion dates
 Cost of each task
 The person or persons responsible for each task
 The milestones in a project's development

Gantt charts are also used by supervisors and team leaders to schedule team members
for various time dependent tasks such as visiting clients, making sales calls, being on
medical call, being on guard duty, and more.
They can also show the activity load of departments or machines.
Basic Gantt Chart Shapes
The basic shapes required to make a Gantt chart include tables, task bars, milestone
markers, and link lines.

Task Bars
Task bars indicate the duration of tasks.
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Milestone Markers
Milestone markers signal a major turning point in the project such an approval
meeting or the release of a product. They can also mark the beginning and end of tasks.

Link Lines
Links lines show the relationship between two tasks, often indicating that a task can
only begin when another ends.

3.9. BUBBLE CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns on a worksheet so that x values are listed in the first
column and corresponding y values and bubble size values are listed in adjacent columns,
can be plotted in a bubble chart.
For example, you would organize your data as shown in the following example.
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Bubble charts have the following chart subtypes: Bubble or bubble with 3-D effect
Both bubble chart types compare sets of three values instead of two. The third value
determines the size of the bubble marker. You can choose to display bubbles in 2-D format
or with a 3-D effect.

3.10. RADAR CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns or rows on a worksheet can be plotted in a radar
chart. Radar charts compare the aggregate values of a number of data series (data series:
Related data points that are plotted in a chart. Each data series in a chart has a unique color
or pattern and is represented in the chart legend. You can plot one or more data series in a
chart. Pie charts have only one data series.).
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Radar charts have the following chart subtypes:

Radar and radar with markers With or without
markers for individual data points, radar charts display
changes in values relative to a center point.

Filled radar In a filled radar chart, the area covered by a data
series is filled with a color.

3.11. DOUGHNUT CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns or rows only on a worksheet can be plotted in a
doughnut chart. Like a pie chart, a doughnut chart shows the relationship of parts to a whole,
but it can contain more than one data series (data series: Related data points that are plotted
in a chart. Each data series in a chart has a unique color or pattern and is represented in the
chart legend. You can plot one or more data series in a chart. Pie charts have only one data
series.).
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NOTE: Doughnut charts are not easy to read. You may want to use a stacked column
or stacked bar chart instead.
Doughnut charts have the following chart subtypes:

Doughnut Doughnut charts display data in rings, where each ring
represents a data series. If percentages are displayed in data labels, each
ring will total 100%.

Exploded Doughnut Much like exploded pie charts, exploded
doughnut charts display the contribution of each value to a total while
emphasizing individual values, but they can contain more than one data
series.

3.12. SURFACE CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns or rows on a worksheet can be plotted in a surface
chart. A surface chart is useful when you want to find optimum combinations between two
sets of data. As in a topographic map, colors and patterns indicate areas that are in the same
range of values.
You can use a surface chart when both categories and data series are numeric values.
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Surface charts have the following chart subtypes:
3-D surface 3-D surface charts show trends in values across
two dimensions in a continuous curve. Color bands in a surface chart
do not represent the data series; they represent the distinction
between the values. This chart shows a 3-D view of the data, which
can be imagined as a rubber sheet stretched over a 3-D column
chart. It is typically used to show relationships between large
amounts of data that may otherwise be difficult to see.

Wireframe 3-D surface When displayed without color on
the surface, a 3-D surface chart is called a wireframe 3-D surface
chart. This chart shows only the lines. A 3-D surface chart that is
displayed without color bands on any surface is called a
wireframe 3-D surface chart. This chart shows only the lines.
NOTE: A wireframe 3-D surface chart is not easy to read,
but this chart type is useful for faster plotting of large data sets.

Contour Contour charts are surface charts viewed from
above, similar to 2-D topographic maps. In a contour chart,
color bands represent specific ranges of values. The lines in a
contour chart connect interpolated points of equal value.
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Wireframe contour Wireframe contour charts are also
surface charts viewed from above. Without color bands on the
surface, a wireframe chart shows only the lines.
NOTE: Wireframe contour charts are not easy to read.
You may want to use a 3-D surface chart instead.

3.13. STOCK CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns or rows in a specific order on a worksheet can be
plotted in a stock chart. As its name implies, a stock chart is most often used to illustrate the
fluctuation of stock prices. However, this chart may also be used for scientific data. For
example, you could use a stock chart to indicate the fluctuation of daily or annual
temperatures. You must organize your data in the correct order to create stock charts.
The way stock chart data is organized in your worksheet is very important. For
example, to create a simple high-low-close stock chart, you should arrange your data with
High, Low, and Close entered as column headings, in that order.

Stock charts have the following chart sub-types:
High-low-close The high-low-close stock chart is often used to illustrate stock prices.
It requires three series of values in the following order: high, low, and then close.
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Open-high-low-close This type of stock chart requires four series of values in the
correct order (open, high, low, and then close).

Volume-high-low-close This type of stock chart requires four series of values in the
correct order (volume, high, low, and then close). It measures volume by using two value
axes: one for the columns that measure volume, and the other for the stock prices.

Volume-open-high-low-close This type of stock chart requires five series of values in
the correct order (volume, open, high, low, and then close).

3.14. XY (SCATTER) CHARTS
Data that is arranged in columns and rows on a worksheet can be plotted in an xy
(scatter) chart. Scatter charts show the relationships among the numeric values in several
data series, or plots two groups of numbers as one series of xy coordinates.
A scatter chart has two value axes, showing one set of numerical data along the
horizontal axis (x-axis) and another along the vertical axis (y-axis). It combines these values
into single data points and displays them in uneven intervals, or clusters. Scatter charts are
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commonly used for displaying and comparing numeric values, such as scientific, statistical,
and engineering data.
Consider using a scatter chart when:
You want to change the scale of the horizontal axis.
You want to make that axis a logarithmic scale.
Values for horizontal axis are not evenly spaced.
There are many data points on the horizontal axis.
You want to effectively display worksheet data that includes pairs or grouped sets of
values and adjust the independent scales of a scatter chart to reveal more information about
the grouped values.
You want to show similarities between large sets of data instead of differences
between data points.
You want to compare large numbers of data points without regard to time-the more
data that you include in a scatter chart, the better the comparisons that you can make.
To arrange data on a worksheet for a scatter chart, you should place the x values in
one row or column, and then enter the corresponding y values in the adjacent rows or
columns.

Scatter charts have the following chart subtypes:
Scatter with only markers This type of chart compares pairs of values. Use a scatter
chart with data markers (data marker: A bar, area, dot, slice, or other symbol in a chart that
represents a single data point or value that originates from a worksheet cell. Related data
markers in a chart constitute a data series.) but without lines when you use many data points
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and connecting lines would make the data harder to read. You can also use this chart type
when there is no need to show connectivity of the data points.

Scatter with smooth lines and scatter with smooth lines and markers This type of
chart displays a smooth curve that connects the data points. Smooth lines can be displayed
with or without markers. Use a smooth line without markers if there are many data points.

Scatter with straight lines and scatter with straight lines and markers This
type of chart displays straight connecting lines between data points. Straight lines can be
displayed with or without markers.
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EVALUATION
EVALUATION
A. QUESTIONS
Circle the correct answer
1. ………………… is a way to summarize how two pieces of information are related
and how they vary depending on one another.
A) A Line Graph
B) A pie chart
C) A bubble graph
D) A gantt chart
2.Which of the following isn’t a type of pie chart?
A) Exploded pie chart
B) Perspective pie chart
C) Polar area diagram
D) Radar chart
3. ……….………….. consist of columns of X's and O's that represent filtered price
movements over time.
A) Doughnut charts
B) Surface charts
C) Point & Figure charts
D) Candlestick charts
4. ………………....... consist of an axis and a series of labeled horizontal or vertical bars
that show different values for each bar.
A) Scatter charts
B) Bar graphs
C) Candlestick charts
D) Radar charts

5. …………....……… are useful for showing data changes over a period of time
or for illustrating comparisons among items.
A) Area charts
B) Radar charts
C) Column charts
D) Doughnut charts
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6. ……………….. are much like line charts, but they display different colors in the
areas below the lines.
A) Line charts
B) Area charts
C) Bar graphs
D) Gantt charts
7……………………… is a style of bar-chart used primarily to describe price
movements of an equity over time.
A) A radar chart
B) A stock chart
C) A surface chart
D) A candlestick chart
8. ………….....…… illustrate the start and finish dates of the terminal elements and
summary elements of a project.
A) Gantt charts
B) Line charts
C) Scatter charts
D) Column charts
9. Like a pie chart, …………………… shows the relationship of parts to a whole, but it
can contain more than one data series.
A) A point & figure chart
B) A doughnut chart
C) A bubble graph
D) A radar chart
10. …………………….. is useful when you want to find optimum combinations between
two sets of data. As in a topographic map, colors and patterns indicate areas that are in
the same range of values.
A) An area chart
B) An xy chart
C) A stock chart
D) A surface chart
11. …………………….. is most often used to illustrate the fluctuation of stock prices.
A) A stock chart
B) An area chart
C) A bubble graph
D) A line chart
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12. ……………………. has two value axes, showing one set of numerical data along the
horizontal axis and another along the vertical axis.
A) A doughnut chart
B) A surface chart
C) A scatter chart
D) A point & figure chart

B.Write TRUE or FALSE
TRUE



LEARNING PROCESS
1- The numbers along a side of the line graph are called the scale.
2- The polar area diagram is similar to a usual Gantt chart.
3- Because of the nature of P&F charts, support and resistance levels
are always horizontal lines and trend lines always appear at 45°
angles.
4- The numbers along a side of the bar graph are called the scale.
5- In column charts, categories are typically organized along the
vertical axis and values along the horizontal axis.
6- A candlestick chart is most often used in technical analysis of
equity and currency price patterns.
7- A Gantt chart is a popular type of bar chart that illustrates a
project schedule.
8- Doughnut charts are very easy to read. You may not want to use a
stacked column or stacked bar chart instead.
9- You could use a radar chart to indicate the fluctuation of daily or
annual temperatures.
10- Scatter charts show the relationships among the numeric values
in several data series, or plots two groups of numbers as one series
of xy coordinates.
11- Scatter charts are commonly used for displaying and comparing
numeric values, such as scientific, statistical, and engineering data.
12- You can use a surface chart when both categories and data series
are numeric values.
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FALSE



EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluate yourself with a friend of yours. If you need, go to the learning activity and
repeat the subject that you believe you couldn’t learn.

The Student’s

The examination’s

Name-Surname:

Starting Time :

Class

:

Finishing Time :

Number

:

Used Time

:

CRITERIA
YES



LEARNING PROCESS
Did you remember line graphs?
Did you remember pie charts?
Did you remember exploded pie charts?
Did you remember perspective (3D) pie chart?
Did you remember polar area diagrams?
Did you remember Point & Figure charts?
Did you remember bar graphs?
Did you remember column charts?
Did you remember area charts?
Did you remember candlestick charts?
Did you remember gantt charts?
Did you remember bubble charts?
Did you remember radar charts?
Did you remember doughnut charts?
Did you remember surface charts?
Did you remember stock charts?
Did you remember xy (scatter) charts?
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NO



ANSWER KEYS
ANSWER KEYS

LEARNING ACTIVITY-1
A- QUESTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B- TRUE or FALSE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

C
B
A
B
A
D
C
D
B
C
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T
F
T
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
T
F
T
T

LEARNING ACTIVITY-2
A- QUESTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

B- TRUE or FALSE

C
D
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
D
B
C
D
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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T
F
T
F
F
T
F
T
F
T

LEARNING ACTIVITY-3
A- QUESTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

B- TRUE or FALSE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

A
D
C
B
C
B
D
A
B
D
A
C
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T
F
T
T
F
T
T
F
F
T
T
T
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